YEAR 11 2022 - German
TP3 – (4) Willkommen bei mir

This half term I am learning:
• How to talk about my home, food and technology
By the end of this half term I will:
• Be able to describe my home and talk about my favourite foods
• Be able to greet people in Germany using the correct register
• Be able to describe my daily routine
• Have completed mock assessments and responded to feedback to improve
my listening, reading, writing and speaking skills.

For week 1&2 Classwork I will:

•
•
•

Learn about daily routine
Learn how to use separable and
reflexive verbs
Learn about traditional German meals

For week 3&4 Classwork I will:

•
•
•
•

Learn about social media and
technology
Learn to talk about social media
habits
Learn to use ‘wenn’ clauses
Learn to discuss the advantages and
disadvantages of technology

To Build confidence
Communication
Culture: German
dishes

To Build confidence
Communication skills

Pair/Group work
Culture: Social media
and technology in
Germany

Key Terms I will learn this half
term:

Separable verbs
Reflexive verbs
Register

Listening- to answer multiple choice
questions. To answer questions in
English.
Reading and Speaking- to read texts
with statistics. To match typical dishes
to descriptions
To have a dialogue about daily
routine. To talk about which dishes
you would like to try.
Writing- to adapt a text into 1st
person from 3rd person.
to write an account of a German meal

Listening- to identify key information
and make notes in English
Reading and Speaking- to identify
opinions and reasons. To translate a
text into English.
To interview each other about
Technology use. To discuss the pros
and cons of technology.
Writing- to write a forum entry about
your technology habits.
to translate a text into German.

For week 5&6 Classwork I will:

•
•
•
•

Revise for an end of unit test
Complete end of unit test (1 lesson)
Begin Kapitel 5: Ich liebe Wien
Learn how to make a hotel booking

To Build
confidence
Growth mind-set
communication
skills

I will be assessed on:
Listening- understanding 130 word
passages (60-words foundation)
Reading- understanding 130-word
passages (60 words foundation)
Speaking – responding to 12 questions
(6 questions foundation)
Writing- producing 130-word answers
with a range of tenses, vocabulary and
complex structures (60 words foundation
with 2/3 tenses)

